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中 文 摘 要 ： 本計畫目的是透過分析寬頻海底地震儀資料了解資料噪音程度並分
析所記錄資料在不同頻道的訊號特性。寬頻海底地震儀相對於陸上
地震測站是將地震儀佈放於海床監測振動情形，且可記錄較寬廣的
波動頻率範圍。寬頻地震儀的連續紀錄可觀測到地動三大噪訊，主
微地動訊號、次微地動訊號與地球低頻噪音。相對於陸上地震站
，海底地震儀還會記錄到更明顯的海洋波浪等環境干擾的訊號，因
此寬頻海底地震儀資料記錄中相對陸上測站資料多了兩大噪訊，因
海底底流造成儀器晃動產生的傾斜噪音與海面上亞重力波傳遞至海
底的順從噪音。隨著地震測站佈放所在地點的水深、海域以及時間
不同，噪音會分布在不同的頻率區間且有能量大小的變化，若能找
出各區域的噪音特徵可提供後續地震資料處理明確的應用。因此
，計畫前半期著重於系統性分析寬頻海底地震儀資料，彙整2018年
之前台灣週遭寬頻海底地震儀資料，利用頻譜分析方法檢視資料的
噪音程度，同時分析北沖繩海槽跟太平洋中的寬頻海底地震儀陣列
資料來比較噪音程度，發現寬頻海底地震儀相對於陸上地震站記錄
到較強的次微地動訊號，且有明顯的季節性變化，夏季訊號普遍較
弱，冬季則較強。於太平洋中測站所記錄到的次微地動訊號有明顯
的雙峰特徵，台灣附近海域的次微地動訊號強度峰值落在較高頻處
。計畫後半期，進而分析每部寬頻海底地震儀所記錄鉛直、壓力與
兩個水平分量頻道訊號相似性，計算他們在頻率域的相干性，結合
交叉頻譜的到轉換函數。轉換函數則代表的是壓力或水平分量訊號
污染鉛直方向訊號的程度，近一步推算出順從噪訊與傾斜噪訊在鉛
直方向的強度。目前為止利用轉換函數分析佈放在琉球隱沒帶的北
段海域的寬頻海底地震儀推算其傾斜與順從噪訊。結果發現，這兩
大噪訊隨時間有明顯變化，不同於佈放於大洋區的海底地震儀的噪
訊。計算出了這兩大噪音的日變化，可進一步將傾斜與順從噪訊修
正後，得到真實的海床振動訊號，有助於未來表面波寬頻頻散曲線
量測與層析成像分析。

中文關鍵詞： 寬頻海底地震儀、微震訊號、傾斜噪音、順從噪音

英 文 摘 要 ： This project is aimed to characterize the noise levels of
the broadband ocean bottom seismograph (BBOBS) in different
channels and then calculate the coherences signals between
each channels to estimate the tilt and compliance noises
which leak into the vertical components. This is deeply
essential while dealing with the vertical data for longer
period data to do surface-waves imaging. The mainly
dominant types of seismic noises observed in seismic data
are primary, secondly microseism and Earth's hum. These
seismic noises can be observed at broadband seismic sensors
on land. The data recorded at broad-band ocean bottom
seismograph (BBOBS) often contains significant other noise
sources that are not present in land-based seismic records
mainly due to the phenomenon happens in the water column.
The peaks of primary and secondary microseisms in the
spectrum reveal different patterns in different ocean
environments or instruments. It is essential to understand



of seismic noise of the data recording in any OBS
experiment and eventually remove the significant noise
signals from the raw OBS data. We applied spectrum analysis
using probability density functions to characterize the
background noise signals for 3-components ground motion
data and pressure recoding at different water depth from
several passive BBOBS experiments offshore Taiwan including
TAIGER project. The results show that the temporal and
spatial variations result from different types of ocean
waves including microseismic signals, tilt and compliance
noises. We observed clearly seasonal variations of the
secondary microseismic peaks in all BBOBS offshore Taiwan.
In addition, we compared the ambient noise characteristic
of 59 BBOBSs offshore Taiwan with 22 BBOBSs in the central
pacific (NoMelt project) and 30 BBOBSs in north Okinawa
Trough (NOT project). The noise levels of BBOBSs offshore
Taiwan show prominent secondary microseism peaks at a
higher frequency compared to the global models which were
averaged the noise levels of land stations. The secondary
microseism shows double peaks and clear primary microseism
shows up only in NoMelt BBOBSs. It mainly due to the
relative quieter deep ocean environment.  Furthermore,
recent studies have clarified that there are two additional
noises which are clearly recorded in BBOBS. One is tilt
noise which mainly due to the coupling problems and the
ocean bottom current. The other one is compliance noise
which mainly due to long-period ( > 30 s ) ocean waves
(known as the infra-gravity waves). We estimated the tilt
and compliance noise by constructing the transfer functions
and calculating the spectra and coherence of all pairs
between vertical and 2 horizontal-components seismic data,
and differential- pressure data. We first applied the
techniques to the BBOBS in NOT project and found that the
temporal variations of these two noises vary dramatically.
This work is essential in order to tease out the tilt and
compliance noises from raw vertical records. The results
from this work will benefit for future studies such as
broadband Rayleigh waves tomographic imaging.

英文關鍵詞： broadband ocean bottom seismograph (BBOBS), microseismic
signals, tilt noise and compliance noise
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Abstract 

Key words: broadband ocean bottom seismograph (BBOBS), microseismic signals, 

tilt noise and compliance noise  

This project is aimed to characterize the noise levels of the broadband ocean bottom seismograph 

(BBOBS) in different channels and then calculate the coherences signals between each channels to estimate 

the tilt and compliance noises which leak into the vertical components. This is deeply essential while dealing 

with the vertical data for longer period data to do surface-waves imaging.  

The mainly dominant types of seismic noises observed in seismic data are primary, secondly micro-

seism and Earth's hum. These seismic noises can be observed at broadband seismic sensors on land. The data 

recorded at broad-band ocean bottom seismograph (BBOBS) often contains significant other noise sources 

that are not present in land-based seismic records mainly due to the phenomenon happens in the water col-

umn. The peaks of primary and secondary microseisms in the spectrum reveal different patterns in different 

ocean environments or instruments. It is essential to understand of seismic noise of the data recording in any 

OBS experiment and eventually remove the significant noise signals from the raw OBS data. We applied 

spectrum analysis using probability density functions to characterize the background noise signals for 3-

components ground motion data and pressure recoding at different water depth from several passive BBOBS 

experiments offshore Taiwan including TAIGER project. The results show that the temporal and spatial varia-

tions result from different types of ocean waves including microseismic signals, tilt and compliance noises. 

We observed clearly seasonal variations of the secondary microseismic peaks in all BBOBS offshore Taiwan. 

In addition, we compared the ambient noise characteristic of 59 BBOBSs offshore Taiwan with 22 BBOBSs 

in the central pacific (NoMelt project) and 30 BBOBSs in north Okinawa Trough (NOT project). The noise 

levels of BBOBSs offshore Taiwan show prominent secondary microseism peaks at a higher frequency com-

pared to the global models which were averaged the noise levels of land stations. The secondary microseism 

shows double peaks and clear primary microseism shows up only in NoMelt BBOBSs. It mainly due to the 

relative quieter deep ocean environment.  Furthermore, recent studies have clarified that there are two addi-

tional noises which are clearly recorded in BBOBS. One is tilt noise which mainly due to the coupling prob-

lems and the ocean bottom current. The other one is compliance noise which mainly due to long-period ( > 

30 s ) ocean waves (known as the infragravity waves). We estimated the tilt  and compliance noise by con-

structing the transfer functions and calculating the spectra and coherence of all pairs between vertical and 2 

horizontal-components seismic data, and differential- pressure data. We first applied the techniques to the 
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BBOBS in NOT project and found that the temporal variations of these two noises vary dramatically.  This 

work is essential in order to tease out the tilt and compliance noises from raw vertical records. The results 

from this work will benefit for future studies such as broadband Rayleigh waves tomographic imaging.  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1. Backgrounds, motivations and objectives 

[Why is the OBS data relatively noisier?]An ocean bottom seismograph (OBS) is the instrument 

which is designed to deploy at the bottom of water column to record the earth motion. The data recorded at 

OBS often contains significant noise sources that are not present in land-based seismic records mainly due to 

the phenomenon happens in the water column [Mosher and Audet, 2017; Nishida, 2017]. The seafloor is 

noisy as a result of its close proximity to natural sources such as ocean waves, wind, and bottom currents. In 

addition, the technical difficulties associated with the deployment of feee-fall OBSs pose several challenges 

while it comes to analyzing of OBS data. The main difficulty will be the coupling between the sensor with 

the seafloor. Usually, the OBS sits on whatever patch of the seafloor. This contrasts with the typical land in-

stallation where the sensor is buried into the ground. Therefore, the noise level of OBS data usually is higher 

than that of land-seismic station.  

The mainly dominant types of seismic noises observed in seismic data are primary microseism with a 

dominant period of 14s (0.07 Hz), secondly microseism with a dominant period of 7 s (0.14 Hz) and Earth's 

hum ( period > 30 s). Recent studies have clarified that there are two additional noises which are clearly 

recorded in OBS data. One is tilt noise which mainly due to the coupling problems and the ocean bottom cur-

rent. The other one is compliance noise which mainly due to long-period ( > 30 s ) ocean waves (known as 

the infragravity waves) [Webb, 1998, 2007; Retailleau and Gualtieri, 2019]. All these noises can be identified 

in the spectrum plots. Commonly, the OBSs have traditional three-axis displacement/velocity sensors and one 

(differential) pressure gauge. Spectrum analysis can be used to characterize the noise signals among all com-

ponents for all different sites usually with different instruments, water depths, ocean environments.  

[TW BBOBS deployments]Broadband OBS (BBOBS) are the OBS sensors capable of sensing mo-

tions over a wide range of frequencies. Several broadband seismic networks are well established in the Tai-

wan region, such as "Broadband Array in Taiwan for Seismology (BATS; https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/TW)", 

"Formosa Array (FM; https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/FM)" etc. However, all the broadband stations are located 

on the main island. If we want to know more about the configuration of the subduction-collision transition 

around the Taiwan area, the OBS deployment off the east coast of Taiwan is critical in order to expand the 

aperture of the island-based seismic array. The BBOBSs were first deployed in 2006 in the waters east and 

south of Taiwan [Lin et al., 2010; Kuo et al., 2014]. Afterward, the 21 BBOBSs as an array was deployed in 

the TAIGER (TAiwan Integrated GEodynamic Research; https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/YM_2006) project. 

From 2014, Taiwan self-designed BBOBSs were deployed periodically in the waters northeast and east of 

Taiwan. Taiwan self-designed BBOBS is fabricated by a team consists of the researchers and engineers from 

Taiwan Ocean Research Institute, National Applied Research Laboratories (TORI), Institute of Earth Science, 

Academia Sinica (IES) and Institute of Undersea Technology, National Sun Yat-sen University (IUT). In to-

tal, from 2006- 2018, there are 75 BBOBSs deployed in the area offshore Taiwan with available data (Figure 
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1). The duration of the deployment time of each site varies from1 to about 10-13 months. A pity that until 

now, there is limited work that systematically analyzes BBOBSs data to understand the nature of seismic 

noises of BBOBSs offshore Taiwan.  

[Objectives]One of the objectives of the work during this project year is that we collected, organized, 

and analyzed all the available data recorded in BBOBSs deployed in northeastern (NETW) and eastern Tai-

wan (TAIGER project, temporal deployments; ; https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/YM_2006) to investigate the am-

bient noise characteristics offshore Taiwan. In addition, we also compared the ambient noise characteristic 

with 22 BBOBSs in central Pacific (NoMelt project) and 30 BBOBSs in north Okinawa Trough (NOT 

project) (Figure 2).  The other objective is calculating the daily transfer functions of tilt and compliance nois-

es for BBOBSs in NOT project and and corresponding temporal and spatial variations..  

2. Method 

1st period of the project: we have done the data collections and estimated the frequency-dependent sta-

tistics of the ambient noise for each BBOBS in all components, vertical (Z), 2 horizontals (H1, H2) and  pres-

sure (P) channels. 

2nd period of the project: we examined and demonstrated the noise-effects on Z from H1, H2 and P are 

NOT independent on the BBOBS data in NOT project.  

[Data collection]We collected data recorded in Taiwan self-designed BBOBSs from PIs of the projects 

and data of TAIGER and NoMelt projects from IRIS DMC Web Services (http://service.iris.edu/). We stored 

the continuous waveform data in miniSEED format which is the international standard format for the ex-

change of digital seismological data. All BBOBSs have 4 channels with a vertical (Z), 2 horizontal (H1, H2) 

and 1 pressure (DH) components. We checked and restored the miniseed files with correct header info. Simi-

larly, the meta data of OBS data is not well preserved. The meta information of all BBOBSs data was reorga-

nized and summarized in CSV, SACPZ or RESP formats for each deployment.   

[Noise-level characteristics] We used probabilistic power spectral densities (PPSD; Figure 3) to esti-

mate the frequency-dependent statistics of the ambient noise for each OBS. PPSDs were computed using the 

methodology proposed by McNamara and Buland (2004) and implemented in OBSPY [Krischer et al., 

2015]. The seismic record for 4 components in miniseed format was divided into 3600-s segments, and fast 

Fourier transforms were computed for each segment in an internal of 0.002- 20 Hz (0.05- 500 s). The power 

spectral density (PSD) of each segment was obtained from the amplitude of the spectrum which accounts for 

the instrument response. The PSD commonly is represented in decibels (dB) with respect to the acceleration 

and its unit is ! . The PSDs were computed for each segment in a day with an overlap of 1800 s of 

the segments. Depend on your time window of interested, such as a day, you can calculate the histogram of 

the PSDs in a day. In the other words, the PPSD is the probability distribution function as the function of fre-

(m /s2)2 /Hz
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quency.  As such, we can choose the mean or mode for each frequency to present the noise level that seismic 

recorded in that time window of interested. Often, we compare the noise levels of BBOBSs with the global 

reference new high-noise (NHNM) and new low-noise (NLNM) models [Peterson, 1993] (Figure 3).  

[Transfer functions of tilt and compliance noises] Similar to the previous studies [e.g., Crawford and 

Webb, 2000; Bell et al., 2014; Kuo et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2016; Janiszewski et al., 2019], we estimate the tilt 

and compliance noise by constructing the transfer functions as a function of frequency. The transfer functions 

are calculated by the spectra and coherence of all pairs of vertical- (z) and horizontal-component (h1 and h2 

or x and y) seismic data, and differential-pressure (p) records. Bell et al. [2014] found that the tilt at individ-

ual instrument can vary throughout the experiment. Therefore, we calculated the transfer functions, spectra 

and coherences for tilt and compliance noise for daily records. The equations for the components of the trans-

fer function are calculated in the frequency domain as follows, and here we show the relevant relations be-

tween z and p components:  

Cross spectra: ! ,                                                                 (1) 

in which !  and !  are the Fourier transforms of the time window !  of !  and !  respectively, 
!  is the conjugate of ! , !  is the number of the data windows, !  is the length of each data window 

and !  is the sampling interval. Similarly, the auto spectra, coherence and transfer function are defined as  

auto spectra: ! ,  

coherence: !  and  

transfer function: ! .                                                              (2) 

If we found that compliance is the only noise source from the PSD plot, the compliance noise can be simply 
removed from vertical record using the formula: 

! .                                                       (3) 

The compliance signal record in vertical data can be represented as !  in frequency domain. However, in 

most of OBS data, strong tilt noise is present or tilt and compliance noises both contaminated the vertical 
data, in this work we construct the these noises using partial coherences and transfer function. The proper tilt 
signal recored in vertical data is  presented as   ! . The compliance signal 

recored in vertical data is presented as ! . 

GZP( f ) = 2
ndNΔt

nd

∑
i= 1

Z*i ( f )Pi( f )

Zi( f ) Pi( f ) i z(t) p(t)
Z*i ( f ) Zi( f ) nd N

Δt

GZZ( f ) = 2
ndNΔt

nd

∑
i= 1

|Zf ( f ) |2

rZP( f ) = GZP

GZZGPP
,

TZP( f ) = rZP( f ) ⋅ GZZ

GPP
= GZP

GPP

Zcompliance removed( f ) = Z− p( f ) = Zraw( f ) − T*ZPP

T*ZPP

T*ZX X( f ) + T*ZY− X[Y( f ) − T*YX X( f )]
Z*ZP− XY[P − T*PX X − T*PY− X(Y − T*YX X )]
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3. Results 

[Data quality] PSD plots show the seismic noise level as a function of frequency. We first abstain the 

PPSD of each channel for all BBOBS to estimate the ambient noise during the whole experiment time. The 

BBOBSs will be sorted into 3 categories, good, noisy, and broken sites based on the patterns of PPSD curves. 

If the PPSD curves of one site generally do not follow the patterns of NHNM and NLNM, the station is bro-

ken since it didn't record Earth's motions at all. If the PPSD curves of one site generally show up between 

NHNM and NLNM, the BBOBS recorded the high quality of data. The PPSD curves of most good BBOBSs 

appear close to NHNM because OBS data is usually noisier than land stations. Moreover, if the PPSD curves 

of one site is much higher than NHNM, the site is too noisy to provide the valid record. Figure 4 shows the 

noises levels of BBOBS offshore Taiwan in 3 different regions. The noise levels of 3 land-stations and 2 

BBOBS deploy in Nomelt are superposed for the comparison. Most BBOBSs in TAIGER project have rela-

tive higher tilt noises. The amplitude can be up to -80 to -60 dB in the longer period which is about 70 to 90 

dB noisier than the noisiest stations on land. Comparing the PSD of two close-by stations from 2 types of in-

struments, we inferred that the tilt noise recorded in BBOBSs from TAIGER project might primarily due to 

the sensor housing or anchor design result in poor coupling. In addition, in the BBOBSs in TAIGER porject, 

the tilt noise is too strong to see the compliance noise in the vertical-PSD. But the compliance noises are still 

clearly recored in pressure-PSD plots. 

[Tilt and compliance noise identifications ]Two main OBS noises, tilt and compliance noises can be 

recognized easier in frequency than in the time domain (Figure 5). Since the noise-effects on vertical (z) from 

each channel (x,y and p) are not independent,  the channel may be coherent with one another. For example, if 

there is the coherence between x and y, the tilt noise cannot be estimated by simply adding two terms togeth-

er ( ! ). The tilt signal recored in vertical data should be estimated in two steps (see Figure 6).We 

first estimate the tilt noise from comparing the coherence between Z and X, the tilt signal recored in vertical 

can be repressed by ! Then we can remove the noise effect of x (or h1) component from vertical and 

get the ! . Thus, we calculate the partial coherences between !  and Y, !  and P as well. In the second 

step, we will calculate the tilt noise effect of y ( or h2) component from ! . Therefore, if tilt noises are the 

only dominated signals, the tilt noise should be removed from vertical recored. Once we removed the tilt 

noises from vertical, we can calculate the coherences between  (Ztilt_removed) and P, the true compliance 

noise shows up while the coherence values are higher. We can remove tilt and compliance noises from verti-

cal sequentially. 

T*ZX X + T*ZYY

T*ZX X( f ) .

Z− x Z− x Z− x

Z− x

Z− x− y
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4. Discussion and conclusion 

[Noise levels] By comparing the PSD curves with global reference high and low noise models, the 

noise level of BBOBS in NoMelt project is the lowest among all experiments. It might due to the quiet ocean 

bottom environment so that the tilt noise is smaller there. In addition, the compliance noise decreases while 

the water depth increases. The compliance also shows up at lower frequency while the water depth increases. 

In NoMelt project, the OBSs were deployed at ~5000 m deep. The compliance noises appear at ~70 sec [Lin 

et al., 2016] therefore the primary microseismic energy can be observed even in the deep ocean. We infer that 

primary microseisms won't only be stronger while the BBOBSs are closer to the coastline. It might be con-

trolled by the slope of local bathymetry as well. In contrast to the noise levels in NoMelt project, the BBOB-

Ss deployed in the TAIGER project are noisiest. The tilt noises heavily contaminate both vertical and hori-

zontal signals in BBOBS in TAIGER project. Nevertheless, the 4 channels of the BBOBSs in TAIGER 

project were all functional. The tilt and compliance noises can be teased out for vertical records by compar-

ing the spectra between vertical and horizontals, vertical and pressure data respectively. We will be focusing 

on calculating the transfer functions of tilt noise and compliance noise. We will quantify the tilt and compli-

ance noise mainly for TAIGER project first. Afterward, we can remove the tilt and compliance noises simul-

taneously from raw vertical data. We expect to have corrected vertical data with a lower noise level. 

[Secondary microseismic peaks]The seasonal variations of the secondary microseismic peaks are ob-

served in all BBOBS we analyzed. All BBOBS were quieter in summer and noisier in winter. It's about 10-20 

dB differences. Later on, we will be focusing on using polarization analysis to know the direction points of 

the source of the second microseism in BBOBSs offshore Taiwan. In addition, some of the previous work 

[e.g. Dewangan et al., 2017] has proposed that the secondary microseismic peaks appear at a longer period 

(close to 7 s) while the site is closer to the coastline. We will examine the frequency dependence of the single 

secondary microseismic peak with the distance between sites and coastlines and other possible parameters 

such as wave height and wind speed.  

[Temporal variations of tilt and compliance noises]The daily transfer functions of tilt and compli-

ances are different every day (Figure 7). As the results of temporal rations demonstrate, it will not be safe to 

assume that the tilt will stabilize after a few days after the deployment. The compliance noises in the study 

region of NOT project changes dramatically every day.  In the previous work, in order to clean a vertical data 

to reveal an earthquake, we use a section of data the same length as the time window in the transfer function. 

For each vertical record, two continuous day of noise data prior to the earthquake origin are commonly used 

to calculate the partial coherences and transfer functions. According to the work this year, it will be better to 

construct the transfer functions of noises based on 1 day proper to the earthquake origin in NOT project.  
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Figure 1: The station-maps of BBOBSs deployed offshore Taiwan with available data. 

Different symbols indicate different deployments or different instruments.  

Figure 2: The station-maps of BBOBSs deployed in NoMelt and NOT project  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Distribution of BBOBS around Taiwan during 2006−2018
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Figure 3: The probabilistic power spectral densities (PPSD) plot

The color represents the possibility density values of PPSD for the vertical record of the station L1201. The 

solid black line shows the mean of the PPSD in a day on Dec. 8th in 2012.  
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Figure 4: The noises levels of BBOBSs and the amplitude and frequency variations of the secondary micro-

seisms in different regions offshore Taiwan

In PSD plots, BBOBSs spectrum was shown in red, the spectra of 3 land stations are shown in green and one 

OBS spectrum deployed in mid-Pacific is shown in blue for comparison of noise levels.  
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Figure 5: The tilt and compliance noises recorded in vertical data and corresponding coherence

The coherence between Z and H1 becomes larger from period 60. The horizontal tilt signals do leak into ver-

tical. The compliance noises are clearly recored in Z and P. In the period between 70 to 100 second, Z and P 

have almost the same up-and-down variations. 
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Figure 6: The tilt and compliance noises sequential removals

The left panel shows the coherence as a function of frequency for Z and H1, Z and H2, Z and P, and the tilt 

noises removed from Z and P. The right panels shows the auto-spectrum of raw, tilt and compliance noise-

removed verticals. The black curves show the auto-spectrum of the raw vertical component. The blue and  

red curves show the spectrum after removing the tilt noise and compliance noise, respectively. 
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Figure 7: An example of daily transfer functions of tilt and compliance noise.  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7. Appendix 
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Travel itinerary

MOST 108- 2116 - M- 003 -001 - MY2
 

 

2019 12 8  
2019 12 13

( ) 2019  
( ) 2019 AGU Fall Meeting 

( ) 
( ) The ambient noise characteristics in the ocean bottom 
environment offshore Taiwan

05 Dec. flight from Taipei (TW) to San Francisco (US)

08 ~ 13 Dec.

• attend the meeting 
• first-author poster presentation on Wednesday  
• meet with the collaborators on ,OBS, Lunar, Very Broadband 

Rheology (VBR) projects 
• attend LDEO reunion

16 Dec. flight back to Taipei (TW)
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Calculator: a tool for inference of thermodynamic state of the upper mantle from 

frequency-dependent mechanical behavior" : _
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Session: S33D. Seaoor Pressure Measurements for Seismology and Geodesy: Applications, 
Challenges, and Advances I Posters

Presentation Type: Poster
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Final Poster Number: S33D-0606 
Day/Time: Wednesday, 11 December 2019: 13:40 - 18:00, Moscone South, Poster Hall 
The ambient noise characteristics in the ocean bottom environment offshore Taiwan 
PeiYing Patty Lin1, Jing-Hui Tong2, Chih-Ming Lin1 and Ban-Yuan Kuo3, (1)Department of 
Earth Sciences, National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan, (2)Department of Earth 
Sciences, National Central University, Jhongli, Taiwan, (3)Academia Sinica, Institute of Earth 
Sciences, Taipei, Taiwan 

Abstract Text: 

The data recorded at broad-band ocean bottom seismograph (OBS) often contains significant 
noise sources that are not present in land-based seismic records mainly due to the phenomenon 
happens in the water column. The peaks of primary and secondary microseisms in the spectrum 
reveal different patterns in different regions. Its essential to understand of seismic noise of the 
data recording in any OBS experiment and eventually remove the significant noise signals from 
the raw OBS data. We applied spectrum analysis using probability density functions to charac-
terize the background noise signals for 3-components ground motion data and pressure recod-
ing at different water depth at different tectonic regions from several passive broad-band OBS 
experiments offshore Taiwan including TAIGER project. The temporal and spatial variations 
results from different types of the ocean waves. In addition, we compared the noise spectrum 
recored at stations in NoMelt project which located at the center of Pacific. The double-fre-
quency microseismic waves appear stronger in NoMelt stations. Thought out the analysis, we 
show the site characterization for OBSs offshore Taiwan to understand the local geological set-
ting.
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